Customer Case Study Tooling

Facts
Challenge
Optimize the cooling system
design for the production
process of plastic parts to make
precision cooling become
a reality.
Solution
Develop an improved cooling
design and manufacture new
core inserts using Additive
Manufacturing.
Results
•	Greater efficiency:
production increased by
approx. 56,000 units/month
•	Cost-saving and sustainable:
rejection rate reduced from
2% to 1.4%
•	Economic: annual cost savings
of approx. 20,000 euros

Tool insert and injection-moulding component: Thanks to conformal cooling the time required for cooling was reduced
from 14 to just 8 sec for each production cycle and the quality of the final part improved (Source: Salcomp).

Additive Manufacturing Permits Optimized Cooling
for Maximum Production Efficiency

EOS Technology helps to implement precise conformal
cooling channels for increased production and less waste
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